
 
 

                                                     CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the results of data analysis and discussion that has been done in 
the previous chapter, it can be concluded that in the novel Philip Prowse’s the 
Woman Who Disappeared there are Lenny Samuel’s personality as Extrovert and 
characteristic of Lenny Samuel’s personality such as humor, optimistic, a worker, 
Enthusiatic, friendly, creative, adventurous, undisciplined, talkative, storyteller, 
forgetful, restless, and apologetc that appears in Lenny Samuel’s character.  

 
The personality of Lenny Samuel who is runs into the case which come 

from Helen Garfield. The case finds Helen Garfiled’s sister. Her name is Elaine 
Garfiled. She disappears when her sister invite to dinner together. Lenny Samuel as  
a private detective suggestion to report that case to the police. Thefore she sads and 
start to cry. 

 
From this case Lenny Samuel gets fivety dollar a day. It makes very 

optimist. He moves to investigation. First to apartment and work place of Elaine 
Garfield.  When he start to investigation to apartment that is very tidy. It doesn’t 
support in this case. There he meets two men who is wants to kill him. Lenny 
Samuel doesn’t know why is kiils. The second to Las Cabanas Club. Lenny Samuel 
finds Elaine Garfield boyfriend’s die. Finally to Elaine Garfiled boyfriend’s 
apartment. Lenny Samuel stays at The Police Station for to give answers about 
Elaine Garfield boy friend’s die.  

 
The Police helps Lenny Samuel to clearing the case. When Helen Garfield 

says true about this case. Helen is Elaine. She hides from two man who is wants to 
kill her, because Elaine and her boyfriend steals two men’s jewel. According to the 
police, the two men is bandit who is robs jewellery.  

 
Lenny Samuel doesn’t get fivety dollar a day, because the jewellery that is 

use to pay him to take of the police for proof. 
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